Color-Helper ™
Color coordination tool with Ambiance™color harmony technology
Love your colors!
The Color-Helper is a lightweight, portable, and easy-to-use color coordinator. It measures a “starting color”then helps
you pick matching and accent colors for your project. The Color-Helper enables you to pick colors like a pro –faster,
easier, and with greater confidence than ever before. It’s the tool of choice for both professionals and do-it-yourselfers.

Top 4 reasons to get a Color-Helper:
Top 4 reasons to get a Color-Helper:
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The Color-Helper gives you a “short list”of recommendations.

The Color-Helper gives you a “short list”of recommendations.

“I can’t visualize whether colors will look right together…”
“I can’t
visualize whether colors will look right together…”
The Color Helper tells you if a combination of colors will work.
The Color Helper tells you if a combination of colors will work.
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Get professional recommendations on the spot with the Color-

Get professional recommendations on the spot with the ColorHelper’s Ambiance harmony technology.
Helper’s Ambiance harmony technology.
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begin…”
The Color-Helper generates ideas for your project.

Specifications:
Specifications:

The Color-Helper is packed with useful features:
Three powerful Matching functions:
Identify
Compare
Remember

If you have a sample of the color you want, the Color-Helper will
identify the closest matching paint color.
If you have a sample of a color that might be close to what you
want, the Color-Helper will tell you how close.
If you have a color that you want to keep with you, or one that
can’t be moved, the Color-Helper will record the color in memory.

Three powerful Harmony functions that use a “starting color” to:
Advise
Suggest
Inspire

If you have a companion color in mind, the Color-Helper will tell
you if most people would say that it harmonizes.
If you know generally what color you want, blue, for example, the
Color-Helper will suggest three specific harmonizing shades.
If you’re looking for ideas, the Color-Helper will generate
harmonizing companion color ideas.
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Size:
Size:
Weight:
Weight:
Power:
Power:

approx 4”x 5”x 2”
approx 4”x 5”x 2”
8 oz. with battery
8 oz. with battery
standard 9V
standard 9V
battery
battery
Colorset:
Superpalette
Colorset:
Superpalette
Capacity:
approx 23,000
Capacity:
approx 20,000
colors
colors
Functions:
3 matching, 3
Functions:
3 matching, 3
harmony, plus
harmony, plus
Select Database
Select Database
and Clear
and Clear
Updatable: Yes, with optional
Updatable: Yes, with optional
PC-Link
Datalinkcable
Calibration: Automatic, before
Calibration: Automatic, before
each reading
each reading
Warranty:
one year
Warranty:

Phone: 937.885.9000

